
Our company is hiring for a staff quality assurance engineer. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for staff quality assurance engineer

Works with a variety of inspection techniques and acceptance sampling plans
such as ANSI/ASQ Z1.4, Z1.9 and C=0
Coordinates the disposition of nonconforming materials with the materials
review board
Reads, writes, and understands specifications and inspection criteria and to
apply criteria using appropriate and properly configured inspection tools
Applies proficient computer skills in the use of Microsoft Office and database
applications (such as Oracle and MiniTab)
Appropriately reuses existing code wherever possible
Skilled at developing code for other developers to learn from
Be a part of a Scrum team inclusive of a Software Engineers, Analytics
Engineers, User Interaction Design Engineers, Software Architects and
Product Owner
Build automated scripts for testing analytics and applications developed on
an
Provide leadership in the global validation strategy for the Global Supply
Chain Valve Network including regulatory risk/mitigation elements related to
validation protocols and reports
Work cross-functionally (R&D, Quality, Regulatory Affairs, and Operations)
and globally to identify best practices for writing validation protocols and
reports any data gathering and analysis techniques to effect consistency,
global harmonization, ease of transfer and efficiency

Example of Staff Quality Assurance Engineer Job
Description
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Effectively represents the QA Project team and develop relationships across
multiple internal departments
Associates degree in equivalent course of study with GPA greater than 3.7
Bachelor Degree in Engineering or Applied Science
Prior experience in automated testing of Front end web application
developed using JavaScript/HTML5/CSS3 Experience in testing applications
built using modern JS - - Frameworks (like AngularJS) using Mocha/Jasmine
The Senior Test Automation Engineer will lead the effort to build new test
frameworks and or extend existing frameworks
Bachelor/Master in Engineering or Science


